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Founder’s
Collection
Video Classes from the Global Leader 
in Communication Skills Training

Pinnacle Co-Founder G. Riley Mills raises the bar with these dynamic 60-minute 
recorded master communication classes. Elite communication skills training when 
and where your teams need it.VIDEO CLASS TOPICS

Delivering Effective Feedback
Learn why feedback is needed, what to avoid, and the keys to delivering feedback 
effectively with intention and objective. 

Empowering and Authentic Leadership Learn the principles of leadership and how your personal leadership style can influence others.

The Pinnacle Method: Engaging 
Your Virtual Audience 

Learn how to best use webcams, how to structure questions, and how to be more 
interesting than anything that's distracting your audience.  

Executive Presence
Learn the elements of executive presence and how to sharpen your communication by 
projecting an image of confidence and credibility. 

Handling Challenging Questions The ability to engage an audience and answer questions in a confident and compelling 
manner is essential to establishing and maintaining credibility.  

High-Impact Presentation Skills Learn to present with a strong intention to overcome poor communication practices, the 
lack of connection, and short attention spans.

Leading Your Teams Through Change
With change comes resistance. Learn how to analyse your audience, structure your message, 
and - most importantly - how to make them feel. 

Managing Difficult Conversations
Learn how to deliver your message with authority, while incorporating the right questions
and utilising active listening to ensure everyone knows the next steps. 

Master Facilitation for Trainers Learn the techniques needed to become a more influential facilitator in an interactive, 
experiential environment. 

The Pinnacle Method: Projecting a
Confident Presence

Learn our award-winning, 3-step process - a formula developed over 15 years to captivate and
influence any audience.

Running Virtual Meetings
Learn how to incorporate everything from your engagement arsenal to keep your virtual 
audiences focused, productive, and results oriented. 

Storytelling for Business
Discover how to overcome objections, identify growth opportunities, and motivate your 
team through the power of narrative.

Storytelling with Data Learn to harness the power of story to create understanding and impact with your data sets. 
Transform your data into a compelling, impactful narrative.  

Leading and Motivating Remote Teams Learn practical skills to lead and manage remote teams effectively.


